
The Summer’s gone

a. The summer's gone

b. Refugee

c. Silent rain (instrumental)

d. Bus stop shelter

e. Hail storm (instrumental)

f. The summer's gone (reprise)

a. The summer's gone

Waiting for the dawn

waiting for the sun to rise

longing for the heat

longing for the rain to stop

Breathing in the air

trying to ignore despair

smell the sense of doubt

leaving all we hoped for out

The summer's gone

before it begun

the summer's gone

away for good

nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

just sit and watch

it all slip away

Watching you and me

watching out for love again

we would take the plunge

we would do it all again

keeping up the pace

we're joining in on the race

once again we go

let the summer sunshine glow

The summer's gone

before it begun

the summer's gone

away for good

nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

just sit and watch

it all slip away
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b. Refugee

Nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

I am a refugee now

I run and hide away

I only come out at night

when the moon is shining so bright

Nowhere to go

how will it show 

I am a refugee now

I run and hide away

I change my name everyday

when the tail gets too hot to stay

Nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

I am a refugee now

I move from town to town

I look like a circus clown

I start anew, don't turn me down

Nowhere to go

how will it show

I am a refugee now

I screw up all the time

no telling who reads the sign

I'll do anything to walk the line

c. Silent rain (instrumental)

d. Bus stop shelter

Sitting in a bus stop shelter

Waiting for the bus to come

hope to get a glimpse of you

but I know you'll drive in your car

I could take you out 

anywhere you'd like to go

I could also drive you 

to hell and back

If you'd just come over 

to my bus stop shelter now

I will take you on a ride

you'll never forget

Sitting in a bus stop shelter

Watching the all the summer adds

dreams will warm my freezing feet

but I know they flew yesterday

I could take you out 

anywhere you'd like to go

I could also drive you 

to hell and back

If you'd just come over 

to my bus stop shelter now

I will take you on a ride 

you'll never forget
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e. Hail storm (instrumental)

f. The summer's gone (reprise)

Once again we sit

once again we lie and laugh

hoping just a bit

hoping for a summer hit

Once again we crawl

once again we're on the prawl

ignorance be good

leave out what we understood

The summer's gone

before it begun

the summer's gone

away for good

nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

just sit and watch

it all slip away

The summer's gone

before it begun

the summer's gone

away for good

nowhere to run

nowhere to hide

just sit and watch

it all slip away
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